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Abstract

In this article, we follow up on previous pub-
lications in which we studied generalized Pe-
terson’s syllogisms. The main objective of
this paper is to define a new intermediate
quantifier “At least <Several, A few, A lit-
tle>” and analyze new forms of valid syllo-
gisms.

Keywords: Fuzzy natural logic, General-
ized intermediate quantifiers, Generalized
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1 Introduction

In our previous papers (see, e.g., [5, 6, 8, 11, 12] and
others), we developed the theory of intermediate quan-
tifiers and focused on several selected ones, namely all,
almost all, most, many and some. The quantifiers all
and some are classical. Nontrivial intermediate ones
are almost all, most and many. All of them character-
ize a big part of the universe of discourse. There are,
however, also intermediate quantifiers whose mean-
ing corresponds to the opposite, i.e., a small part of
the universe. Typical examples of them are several,
a few, and a little. The first two quantifiers can be
joined with a countable noun while the latter with an
uncountable one. There is a difference between a few
and few (a little and little) in a wider context when the
former is a simple quantifier characterizing a certain
number or amount corresponding to some, while the
latter also carries a negative evaluation expressing non-
satisfaction with a given amount. Because we do not
have (so far) formal means to express such evaluations,
we will consider only the first cases. It is interesting
that some is more specific: it always means at least
one, but possibly also all which cannot hold for “few,
several, or many”.

In connection with this, also extended syllogistic rea-
soning by adding new quantifiers was proposed, see
for example, [3, 2, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20]). Dubois et
al. work in these publications with quantifiers rep-
resented as crisp closed intervals (more than a half
= [0.5,1], around three= [2,4]). Pereira-Fariña et al.
continue in [16] by analyzing logical syllogisms with
more premises. This group of authors proposes a gen-
eral inference schema for syllogistic reasoning which
is based on transformation of the syllogistic reasoning
problem into an equivalent optimization problem.

Generalization of the syllogistic reasoning in the four
classical figures in which the classical quantifiers are
replace by the generalized (fuzzy) ones was introduced
by Peterson in [17]. It was formally analyzed by Novák
and Murinovä in [4, 7].

The main goal of this paper is to continue the study of
new forms of generalized syllogisms with new quanti-
fiers “At least, Several, A few, A little”.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Fuzzy type theory

The theory of intermediate quantifiers has been devel-
oped in higher-order fuzzy logic (fuzzy type theory;
Ł-FTT) with Łukasiewicz MV-algebra of truth values.
The basic syntactical objects of Ł-FTT are classical,
namely the concepts of type and formula (see [1]).
The atomic types are ε (elements) and o (truth values).
General types are defined as follows: if α,β are types
then (βα) is a type. We denote types by Greek letters
and the set of all types by Types. The set of all formula
of a type α is denoted by Typesα .

The language J of Ł-FTT consists of variables xα , . . .,
special constants cα , . . . (α ∈ Types), the symbol λ ,
and brackets. We will consider the following concrete
special constants: E(oα)α (fuzzy equality) for every
α ∈ Types, C(oo)o (conjunction), D(oo) (delta operation
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on truth values) and the description operator ιε(oε).

Formulas are formed of variables, constants (each of
specific type), and the symbol λ . Thus, each formula
A is assigned a type and we write it as Aα . A set of
formulas of type α is denoted by Formα . The set of all
formulas is Form =

⋃
α∈Types Formα

1.

If B ∈ Formβα and A ∈ Formα then (BA) ∈ Formβ .
Similarly, if A ∈ Formβ and xα ∈ J, α ∈ Types, is a
variable then (λxα A) ∈ Formβα .

Interpretation of formulas is the following. If M is a
model then M (Ao)∈Mo is a truth value, M (Aε)∈Mε

is some element and M (Aβα) : Mα → Mβ is a func-
tion. For example, M (Aoα) : Mα →Mo is a fuzzy set
and M (A(oα)α) : Mα ×Mα →Mo a fuzzy relation.

The following theorem will be used.

Theorem 2.1 ([9, 10]) Let T be a consistent theory,
A ∈ Formo and u1,α , . . . ,un,α , α ∈ Types be new
special constants that do not belong to the lan-
guage J(T ). If T ` (∃x1,α) · · ·(∃xn,α)∆∆∆A then T ∪
{Ax1,α ,...,xn,α [u1,α , . . . ,un,α ]} is a conservative exten-
sion of T.

The special (derived) formulas ϒoo and ϒ̂oo will be
used below: ϒooAo says that Ao in every model has
a non-zero truth value and ϒ̂ooAo says that Ao has a
general truth value (i.e., neither false 0, nor true 1)2.

We will also need the following crisp predicate of
sharp ordering of formulas from Formo:

<(oo)o:= λxo λyo ·∆∆∆(xo⇒⇒⇒ yo)&&&¬¬¬∆∆∆(xo ≡ yo).

Clearly, if M is a model then Mp(xo < yo) = 1
iff Mp(xo) < Mp(yo) for arbitrary assignment p ∈
Asg(M ).

2.2 Evaluative linguistic expressions

The theory of intermediate quantifiers is based on the
theory of evaluative linguistic expressions that are ex-
pressions of natural language such as small, medium,
big, very short, more or less deep, quite roughly strong,
extremely high, etc. There is a formal theory of them
presented in detail in [10] and less formally including
formulas for the direct computation in [14].

The semantics of evaluative linguistic expressions is
formulated in a special formal theory T Ev of Ł-FTT.
Its language JEv has the following special symbols:

1To improve readability of formulas, we quite often write
the type only once in the beginning of the formula and then
omit it. Alternatively, we write A ∈ Formα to emphasize that
A is a formula of type α and do not repeat its type again.

2Their formal definitions are ϒoo ≡ λ zo · ¬¬¬∆∆∆(¬¬¬zo) and
ϒ̂oo ≡ λ zo ·¬¬¬∆∆∆(zo∨∨∨¬¬¬zo).

(i) The constants >,⊥ ∈ Formo for truth and falsity
and † ∈ Formo for the middle truth value.

(ii) A special constant ∼∈ Form(oo)o for an addi-
tional fuzzy equality on the set of truth values L.

(iii) A set of special constants ννν , . . . ∈ Formoo for
linguistic hedges. The JEv is supposed to con-
tain the following special constants: {Ex,Si,Ve,
ML,Ro,QR,VR} that represent the linguistic
hedges (extremely, significantly, very, roughly,
more or less, rather, quite roughly, very roughly,
respectively).

(iv) A set of triples of additional constants
(aννν ,bννν ,cννν), . . . ∈ Formo where each hedge
ννν is uniquely associated with one triple of these
constants.

The evaluative expressions are construed by special
formulas Sm ∈ Formoo(oo) (small), Me ∈ Formoo(oo)
(medium), Bi ∈ Formoo(oo) (big), and Ze ∈ Formoo(oo)
(zero) that can be extended by several selected linguis-
tic hedges. Recall that a hedge, which is often an ad-
verb such as “very, significantly, about, roughly”, etc.
is in general construed by a formula ννν ∈ Formoo with
specific properties. To classify that a given formula is
a hedge, we introduced a formula Hedge ∈ Formo(oo).
Then T Ev `Hedge ννν means that ννν is a hedge. We refer
the reader to [10] for the technical details. We assume
that the following is provable: T Ev ` Hedge ννν for all
ννν ∈ {Ex,Si,Ve, ML,Ro,QR,VR}.

The evaluative linguistic expression is represented in
the theory T Ev by one of the following formulas:

Smννν ,Meννν ,Biννν ,Zeννν ∈ Formoo (1)

where ννν is a hedge.

For example, SmVe is a formula construing the evalua-
tive expression “very small”. We will also consider an
empty hedge ν̄νν that is always present in front of small,
medium and big if no other hedge is given. We also ap-
ply the connective ∆∆∆oo that represents the expression
“utmost”. Crucial in the model of the semantics of
evaluative expressions is an additional fuzzy equality∼
using which semantics of the formulas Sm,Me,Bi,Ze is
defined. We also assume that ∼ is separated.

If, for explanation, we do not need to know the
concrete evaluative expression then we will use the
metavariable Ev.

Evaluative expressions characterize certain impre-
cisely determined positions on a bounded linearly or-
dered scale. As there is an infinite number of scales,
we must first specify the context, in which we charac-
terize them (cf. [10]). This is formally represented by
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a function w : E → M. Less formally, we define the
context as a triple of numbers vL,vS,vR ∈M such that
vL < vS < vR (the ordering on M is induced by w). Then
x ∈w iff x ∈ [vL,vS]∪ [vS,vR].3 The context is standard
if vL = 0,vS = 0.4,vR = 1.

The concept of context naturally leads to the concepts
of intension and extension. For simplification, we usu-
ally omit in the theory of intermediate quantifiers the
context and, hence, intension of the expressions (1) is
identical to their extension that reduces to a simple
fuzzy set in the universe of truth values. More de-
tails about the theory of evaluative linguistic expres-
sions can be found in the above cited literature.

Let ννν1,oo,ννν2,oo be two hedges, i.e., T Ev ` Hedge ννν1,oo
and T Ev ` Hedge ννν2,oo. We define a relation of partial
ordering of hedges by

�o(oo)(oo)≡ λ pooλqoo · (∀zo)∆∆∆(pz⇒⇒⇒ qz). (2)

Theorem 2.2 ([13]) (a)

T Ev `∆∆∆� Ex� Si� Ve� ν̄νν �
ML� Ro� QR� VR. (3)

(b) Let ννν1,oo,ννν2,oo be hedges such that T Ev ` ννν1,oo�
ννν2,oo. Then for any context w

T Ev ` (Smννν1)w⊆ (Smννν2)w,

T Ev ` (Meννν1)w⊆ (Meννν2)w,

T Ev ` (Biννν1)w⊆ (Biννν2)w.

A special evaluative expression is “zero”. A mathe-
matical model of its meaning in the standard context
is

Z̃eoo ≡ λ zo S̃mνννZe z, (4)

and Ze(oα)(αo) ≡ λwαo λxα (SmνννZe)wx if a general
context w is considered. The special hedge νννZe has
in the ordering� the position

T Ev `∆∆∆� νννZe� Ex.

Hence,
T Ev ` Zewωo ⊆ (SmEx)wωo

due to Theorem 2.2(b). This expression is specific in
the sense, that “zero” is considered in a fuzzy sense.
Namely, that also values very close to zero are taken as
being zero. Hence, to define its mathematical model,
we put cνννZe = ⊥. Then, using the general definition,
we obtain

cZe ≡ ι λxo ·∆∆∆(LH x≡ cνννZe) (5)

3We write the interval [vL,vR] as the union of inter-
vals [vL,vS]∪ [vS,vR] to emphasize the role of the typically
medium value vS.

which gives cZe =⊥4.

To characterize properties of Ze, we must introduce the
following axiom for arbitrary hedge ννν :

(NZc) zo < cννν ≡¬¬¬∆∆∆(ννν zo).

This axiom says that a truth value zo is strictly smaller
than cννν iff application of the hedge ννν to it is strictly
smaller than >. This is clear from interpretation of cννν

because this constant represents a threshold over which
the function interpreting ννν is equal to 1. The following
can be proved:

T Ev ` (Z̃eνννZe)⊥≡>,

which says that the fundamental property of Ze is prov-
able (i.e., the membership degree of zero in Ze is 1).

Below, we introduce the evaluative expression “posi-
tively 〈hedge〉small” that is formally defined by

+ Smννν ≡ λ to · (Smννν)to &&&¬¬¬(ZeνννZe)to. (6)

Clearly, + Smννν ∈ Formoo.

3 The theory of intermediate quantifiers

Recall that the meaning of intermediate quantifiers lays
between the meaning of the classical quantifiers ∀ and
∃. They are modeled by selected formulas of a special
formal theory T Ev of Ł-FTT. These formulas express
quantification over the universe represented by a fuzzy
set whose size is characterized by a measure due to the
following definition. Formal definitions of operations
on fuzzy sets can be found in [11].

Definition 3.1 Let R ∈ Formo(oα)(oα) be a formula
where α ∈ Types is an arbitrary type.

(i) A formula µ ∈ Formo(oα)(oα) defined by

µo(oα)(oα) ≡ λ zoα λxoα (Rzoα)xoα (7)

represents a measure on fuzzy sets in the universe
of type α ∈ Types if it has the following proper-
ties:

(M1) ∆∆∆(xoα ⊆ zoα)&&&∆∆∆(yoα ⊆ zoα)&&&∆∆∆(xoα ⊆
yoα)⇒⇒⇒ ((µzoα)xoα⇒⇒⇒ (µzoα)yoα),

(M2) ∆∆∆(xoα ⊆ zoα)⇒⇒⇒
((µzoα)(zoα \ xoα)≡¬¬¬(µzoα)xoα),

4Do not confuse cνννZe and cZe. While the former is a
parameter of the linguistic hedge νννZe for “zero”, the lat-
ter is the corresponding threshold on the universe, which,
in this case, is the set of truth values. If we consider a
context w = 〈0,vS,vR〉 then cZe would equal 0 on the scale
[0,vS]∪ [vS,vR].
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(M3) ∆∆∆(xoα ⊆ yoα)&&&∆∆∆(xoα ⊆ zoα)&&&∆∆∆(yoα ⊆
zoα)⇒⇒⇒ ((µzoα)xoα⇒⇒⇒ (µyoα)xoα)

where xoα ,yoα ,zoα are variables representing
fuzzy sets.

(ii) The following formula characterizes measurable
fuzzy sets of a given type α:

Mo(oα)≡ λ zoα ·¬¬¬∆∆∆(zoα ≡ /0oα)&&&∆∆∆(µzoα)zoα &&&

(∀xoα)(∀yoα)∆∆∆((M1)&&& (M3))&&&(∀xoα)∆∆∆(M2)
(8)

where (M1)–(M3) are the axioms from (i).

On the basis of this definition we can prove that the
empty (fuzzy) set has zero measure.

Lemma 3.2 Let `M(zoα). Then for any u ∈ Formoα

`∆∆∆(uoα ≡ /0oα)⇒⇒⇒ ((µzoα)uoα ≡⊥).

Proof 3.3 ` (µzoα) /0oα ≡ ⊥ by [9, Lemma 6]. The
lemma then follows from the deduction theorem by
adding xoα ≡ /0oα as the assumption.

Lemma 3.4 Let `M(zoα). Then for any u ∈ Formoα

and x ∈ Formα

T Ev ` ϒ¬¬¬(Zeννν)((µzoα)uoα)⇒⇒⇒ ϒ(∃xα)(uoα x).

Proof 3.5 (L.1) ` ¬¬¬((µzoα)uoα ≡ ⊥) ⇒⇒⇒ ¬¬¬∆∆∆(uoα ≡
/0oα) (Lemma 3.2, contraposition)

(L.2) T Ev `ϒ(¬¬¬Zeννν)(µzoα)uoα⇒⇒⇒ (cZe < (µzoα)uoα)
(proof of [9, Lemma 5(g)])

(L.3) T Ev ` cZe ≡⊥ (by (5))

(L.4) T Ev ` ϒ(¬¬¬Zeννν)(µzoα)uoα ⇒⇒⇒¬¬¬∆∆∆((µzoα)uoα ≡
⊥)

(L.2, L.3, definition of “<”, properties of
Ł-FTT)

(L.5) T Ev ` ϒ(¬¬¬Zeννν)(µzoα)uoα⇒⇒⇒¬¬¬∆∆∆(uoα ≡ /0oα)
(L.1, L.4, properties of Ł-FTT)

(L.6) T Ev ` ϒ(¬¬¬Zeννν)(µzoα)uoα⇒⇒⇒¬¬¬∆∆∆(∀x)¬¬¬(uoα x)
(L.5, def. of /0, properties of Ł-FTT)

(L.7) T Ev ` ϒ(¬¬¬Zeννν)(µzoα)uoα ⇒⇒⇒ ¬¬¬∆∆∆¬¬¬(∃x)uoα x
(L.6, properties of Ł-FTT)

(L.8) T Ev ` ϒ(¬¬¬Zeννν)(µzoα)uoα⇒⇒⇒ ϒ(∃x)uoα x
(L.7, def. of ϒ, properties of Ł-FTT)

By this lemma, if the measure of a fuzzy set uoα is
non-zero then there exists an element xα in uoα with
non-zero membership degree.

For the definition of the intermediate quantifier, we
need a special operation “cut of a fuzzy set y ∈
Formoα ”, given a fuzzy set z ∈ Formoα :

y|z≡ λxα · zx&&&∆∆∆(ϒ(zx)⇒⇒⇒ (yx≡ zx)). (9)

Interpretation of this formula in a model is the fol-
lowing: if fuzzy sets B,Z ⊂∼ M are given, then the
operation B|Z “cuts” B by taking only those m ∈ M
whose membership B(m) is equal to Z(m), otherwise
(B|Z)(m)= 0. If there is no such element then B|Z = /0.
We can thus take various fuzzy sets Z to “pick up
proper elements” from B.

Definition 3.6 Let S ⊆ Types be a selected set of
types and P = {R ∈ Formo(oα)(oα) | α ∈ S } be a set
of new constants. Let T be a consistent extension of
the theory T Ev in the language J(T ) ⊇ JEv ∪ P. We
say that the theory T contains intermediate quantifiers
w.r.t. the set of types S if for all α ∈S the following
is provable:

(i)
T ` (∃zoα)Mo(oα)zoα . (10)

(ii)

T ` (∀zoα)(∃xoα)(Mo(oα)zoα⇒⇒⇒
(∆∆∆(xoα ⊆ zoα)&&& ϒ̂((µzoα)xoα)). (11)

In the sequel, we will denote the theory due to Defini-
tion 3.6 by T IQ and fix a selected set of types S .

Definition 3.7 Let Ev ∈ Formoo be a formula rep-
resenting some evaluative linguistic expression, z ∈
Formoα , x ∈ Formα be variables and A,B ∈ Formoα be
formulas such that T IQ `Mo(oα)B, α ∈S . An inter-
mediate quantifier of type 〈1,1〉 is one of the following
formulas:

(Q∀Ev x)(B,A)≡ (∃z)[(∀x)((B|z)x⇒⇒⇒ Ax)∧∧∧
Ev((µB)(B|z))], (12)

(Q∃Ev x)(B,A)≡ (∃z)[(∃x)((B|z)x∧∧∧Ax)∧∧∧
Ev((µB)(B|z))]. (13)

Either of the quantifiers (12) or (13) construes the sen-
tence

〈Quantifier〉 B’s are A.
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Formula Boα in (i)–(iii) represents a universe of quan-
tification.

If we replace the metavariable Ev in (12) or (13) by
a formula representing a specific evaluative linguistic
expression we obtain definition of the concrete inter-
mediate quantifier.

Definition of serveral intermediate quantifiers used be-
low is the following.

(A) “All B’s are A”: (Q∀Bi∆∆∆x)(B,A)

(P) “Almost all B’s are A”: (Q∀BiExx)(B,A)

(T) “Most B’s are A”: (Q∀BiVex)(B,A)

(K) “Many B’s are A”: (Q∀¬Smx)(B,A)

(I) “Some B’s are A”: (Q∃Bi∆∆∆x)(B,A)

By the results of [9], we can prove the following
lemma.

Lemma 3.8 Let M |= T IQ be a model, p an as-
signment and B,z ∈ Formoα be formulas. Let Ev ∈
{Bi∆∆∆,BiSi,BiVe,¬¬¬(Smν̄νν)}. If Mp(Ev((µB)(B|z))) >
0 then there exists an element m ∈Mα , such that

Mp((∃x)(B|z)x)≥Mp(B|z)(m)> 0 (14)

holds in any model M |= T IQ and for every assignment
p ∈ Asg.

Proof 3.9 Let M |= T IQ be a model. If
Mp(Ev((µB)(B|z)))> 0 then

Mp((µB)(B|z))> 0

because none of the considered evaluative expressions
allows zero value of this measure. Using Lemma 3.2
we conclude that the fuzzy set Mp(B|z) is non empty,
i.e., there is m ∈Mα such that Mp(B|z)(m) > 0. This
implies (14).

2

Let us remark the question whether presupposition in
both quantifiers should be considered. Indeed, the em-
pirical observation reveals necessity to exclude empty
fuzzy set M (Boα |zoα). For example:

“There are several cows grazing in the
meadow”

cannot mean that there was no cow in the meadow.
Therefore, we will define the quantifiers “A few, Sev-
eral, A little” as follows.

Definition 3.10 Let T IQ be a theory containing inter-
mediate quantifiers w.r.t. a set of types S , z ∈ Formoα ,
x ∈ Formα and A,B ∈ Formoα be the same as in Defi-
nition 3.7. The following are new quantifiers:

(F) “A few (A little) B’s are A”: (Q∀+SmSi x)(B,A).

(V) “A few (A little) B’s are not A”:
(Q∀+SmSi x)(B,¬¬¬A).

(S) “Several B’s are A”: (Q∀+SmVe x)(B,A).

(Z) “Several B’s are not A”: (Q∀+SmVe x)(B,¬¬¬A).

Note that there is no formal difference between “A
few” and “A little” in this definition. The difference
consists in the used measure and manifests itself only
when a specific model M is considered. Namely, if the
support of the fuzzy set M (Boα) is countable with the
corresponding measure then (F) or (V) construes “A
few”. If it is uncountable then it construes “A little”.

Note further that there is a difference between the
quantifier “Few” and the quantifier “A few”. From the
Peterson’s square of opposition it follows that if we
say “Few students were successful in the test” then the
statement cannot be true if “All students were success-
ful in the test”, because quantifiers “All” and “’Few ”
are contraries. On the other hand if we say that “All
students were successful in the test” then also “A few
students were successful in the test”, because the quan-
tifier “All” is superaltern of the quantifier “A few”. For
the precise definitions see [9].

Definition 3.11 Let (Q∀Ev x)(B,A) ∈ {A few, Several,
A little}. Let z,z′ ∈ Formoα , x ∈ Formα be vari-
ables and A,B ∈ Formoα be formulas such that T IQ `
Mo(oα)B, α ∈S . An intermediate quantifier constru-
ing the sentence

At least 〈Quantifier〉 B’s are A

is formula

(AtLQ∀Ev x)(B,A)≡ (∃z)(∃z′)[((∀x)((B|z)x⇒⇒⇒Ax)∧∧∧
Ev((µB)(B|z)))∨∨∨(∆∆∆(z⊆ z′)∧∧∧(∀x)((B|z′)x⇒⇒⇒Ax))].

(15)

By this definition, if a fuzzy set zoα assures
(Q∀Ev x)(B,A) in some degree, we assume that there
can be a fuzzy set z′oα larger than zoα whose cut
of B also has the property A. By the monotonicity
of µ , ` (µB)(B|z)⇒⇒⇒ (µB)(B|z′). For the simplicity
we denote by ((AtLa)〈Quantifier〉 affirmative and by
((AtLn)〈Quantifier〉 negative quantifier, respectively.
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4 New forms of generalized Peterson’s
syllogisms

4.1 Formalization of syllogisms

In general, we can define syllogism as follows. A
syllogism is a triple of formulas 〈Po,1,Po,2,Co〉 where
P1 is a major premise, P2 a minor premise and C is
a conclusion. We say that the syllogism is valid if
T IQ ` P1 &&&P2⇒⇒⇒C.

A typical syllogisms of Figure III is

P1 : Almost all jokes are funny.
P2 : Most jokes are old.
C : Some old jokes are funny.

4.2 New forms of generalized syllogisms

In our previous papers [4, 6], we syntactically and se-
mantically analyzed several forms of generalized Pe-
terson’s syllogisms. This subsection is devoted to the
study of new forms of generalized Peterson’s syllo-
gisms with the quantifier “At least <several, a few> B’s
are A”.

Below we summarize valid forms of syllogisms of
Figure-I as follows:

Theorem 4.1 [6] The following syllo-
gisms of Figure-I are valid in T IQ:

AAA
AAP APP
AAT APT ATT
AAK APK ATK AKK
AAF APF ATF AKF AFF
AAS APS ATS AKS AFS ASS
A∗AI A∗PI A∗TI A∗KI A∗FI A∗SI AII

We begin with the theorem stating that the quantifiers
“At least <several, a few> B’s are A” have the mono-
tonicity property.

Theorem 4.2 Let Boα and Aoα be formulas. Then the
following is provable in T IQ:

(a) T IQ ` S⇒⇒⇒ (AtLa)S

(b) T IQ ` ((AtLa)S)∗⇒⇒⇒ I

Proof 4.3 (a) Using ` A⇒⇒⇒ A∨∨∨B we have

T IQ ` [((∀x)(B|z)⇒⇒⇒ Ax)∧∧∧+SmVe((µB)(B|z))]⇒⇒⇒
[((∀x)(B|z)⇒⇒⇒ Ax)∧∧∧+SmVe((µB)(B|z))]

∨∨∨ (∆∆∆(z⊆ z′)∧∧∧ (∀x)((B|z′)x⇒⇒⇒ Ax)) (16)

By the quantifier properties we obtain

T IQ ` S⇒⇒⇒ (∃z)(∃z′)[((∀x)(B|z)⇒⇒⇒ Ax)∧∧∧
+SmVe((µB)(B|z))∨∨∨(∆∆∆(z⊆ z′)∧∧∧(∀x)((B|z′)x⇒⇒⇒Ax))]

(17)

(b)

T IQ ` (∀x)((B|z)⇒⇒⇒ Ax)∧∧∧+SmVe((µB)(B|z))⇒⇒⇒
(∀x)((B|z)⇒⇒⇒ Ax) (18)

Let us denote by Ev = +SmVe((µB)(B|z)). By proper-
ties of Ł-FTTwe have

T IQ ` ((∀x)((B|z)⇒⇒⇒ Ax)∧∧∧Ev)&&&(∃x)(B|z)x⇒⇒⇒
(∃x)((B|z)x∧∧∧Ax) (19)

which gives us using ` ((B|z)x∧∧∧Ax)⇒⇒⇒ (Bx∧∧∧Ax) and
by quantifiers properties

T IQ ` (∃z)(((∀x)((B|z)⇒⇒⇒Ax)∧∧∧Ev)&&&(∃x)(B|z)x)⇒⇒⇒
(∃x)(Bx∧∧∧Ax). (20)

Furthermore, similarly as above, we know that

T IQ ` (∀x)((B|z′)x⇒⇒⇒ Ax))⇒⇒⇒ ((∃x)(B|z′)x))⇒⇒⇒
((∃x)((B|z′)x∧∧∧Ax)). (21)

By weakening of ∧∧∧ and by quantifiers properties we
obtain

T IQ ` (∃z)(∃z′)[(∆∆∆(z⊆ z′)∧∧∧ (∀x)((B|z′)x⇒⇒⇒ Ax))&&&
((∃x)(B|z′)x))]⇒⇒⇒ (∃x)(Bx∧∧∧Ax) (22)

From (20) and (22) and by quantifiers properties we
obtain

T IQ ` ((AtLa)S)∗⇒⇒⇒ (∃x)(Bx∧∧∧Ax)∨(∃x)(Bx∧∧∧Ax).
(23)

Finally, using ` (A∨A)≡ A we can conclude that

T IQ ` ((AtLa)S)∗ ⇒⇒⇒ (∃x)(Bx ∧∧∧ Ax). (24)

Theorem 4.4 Let Boα and Aoα be formulas. Then the
following is provable in T IQ:

(a) T IQ ` Z⇒⇒⇒ (AtLn)Z

(b) T IQ ` ((AtLnZ)∗⇒⇒⇒O

Proof 4.5 Similarly as in the previous theorem.

The syllogisms with the quantifiers “a few, several, a
little” are limited but still validity of few can be proved
similarly as other syllogisms of Figure-I in [4]. Below
we introduce the syllogism of Figure-I with the quan-
tifier “At least” in the conclusion.
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P1: All M are Y
P2: Several X are M
C: At least several X are Y

Validity of this syllogism can be verified as follows:

• To use the monotonicity property from Theo-
rem 4.2.

• To find syntactical proof in Ł-FTT.

Below, we introduce the both variants.

Theorem 4.6 Let M,X ,Y,z,z′ ∈ Formoα be formulas
representing fuzzy sets and x ∈ Formα be a variable.
Then the following syllogism is valid for evaluative ex-
pressions Ev ∈ {+SmSi,+SmVe}:

P1(A) : (∀x)(Y x⇒⇒⇒ Xx).
P2 : Q∀Ev(M,Y )≡ (∃z)[(∀x)((M|z)x⇒⇒⇒ Y x)∧∧∧

Ev((µM)(M|z))].
C : (AtLQ∀Ev x)(M,X).

Proof 4.7 The following formula is provable:

` ((M|z)x⇒⇒⇒ Y x)&&&(Y x⇒⇒⇒ Xx)⇒⇒⇒ ((M|z)x⇒⇒⇒ Xx).

From it follows that

` (∀x)((M|z)x⇒⇒⇒ Y x)&&&(∀x)(Y x⇒⇒⇒ Xx)⇒⇒⇒
(∀x)((M|z)x⇒⇒⇒ Xx), (25)

and further,

T IQ ` [(∀x)((M|z)x⇒⇒⇒ Y x)∧∧∧Ev((µM)(M|z))]&&&
(∀x)(Y x⇒⇒⇒Xx)⇒⇒⇒ ((∀x)((M|z)x⇒⇒⇒Xx)∧∧∧Ev((µM)(M|z)))

(using ` (A⇒⇒⇒ B)⇒⇒⇒ ((A⇒⇒⇒C)⇒⇒⇒ (A⇒⇒⇒ B∧∧∧C))).

Using the provable formula ` A⇒⇒⇒ A∨∨∨B, the transi-
tivity of implication, and the quantifier properties, we
finally obtain

T IQ ` (Q∀Ev x)(M,Y )&&&(∀x)(Y x⇒⇒⇒ Xx)⇒⇒⇒
(∃z)(∃z′)[((∀x)((M|z)x⇒⇒⇒ Xx)∧∧∧Ev((µM)(M|z)))∨∨∨

(∆∆∆(z⊆ z′)∧∧∧ (∀x)((M|z′)x⇒⇒⇒ Xx))].

Theorem 4.8 Let AAA,APP,ATT,AKK,AFF,ASS
be a basic valid forms of syllogisms. Let Q∀Ev x)(B,A)∈
{A f ew,Several,Alittle}. Then the following syl-
logisms AA(AtLa),AP(AtLa),AT(AtLa),AK(AtLa)
AF(AtLa),AS(AtLa) are valid in T IQ.

Proof 4.9 It follows from the assumption of valid
forms of syllogisms and by the monotonicity Theo-
rem 4.2.

Theorem 4.10 Let EAE,EPB,ETD,EKG,EFV,ESZ
be a basic valid forms of syllogisms. Let Q∀Ev x)(B,A)∈
{A f ew,Several,Alittle}. Then the following syllo-
gisms EA(AtLn),EP(AtLn),ET(AtLn),EK(AtLn)
EF(AtLn),ES(AtLn) are valid in T IQ.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we continued to study generalized Pe-
terson’s syllogisms with the new quantifier “At least
<several, a few, a little> B’s are A”. We syntactically
proved new forms of valid syllogisms.

Further, we will extend this work in several directions.
We will build on these results and continue our studies
of new forms of syllogisms of other figures. In the
next scientific part we will analyze graded structures
(square, cube, hexagon, etc.) of opposition in fuzzy
natural logic with the new quantifier.
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